
Focus on efficiency

Energcon visualises, manages and monitors the 
efficiency of buildings, processes and energy. 
User-friendly and transparent. Via engineering, 
tools and services. 



Focus on Energcon 
 
The sustainable use of buildings, processes and energy. Thatʼs what 
Energcon is about.

We get to know your organisation, and based on this, provide technical and 
management support. Our work is product independent and flexible. Building 
management, process control and energy monitoring that makes it possible 
for companies as well as end users to save. And, equally important, to monitor 
and improve their efficiency.

Engineering
Energcon keeps your projects on the right track. So you can stay focused on your own 
organisation. Together we determine the project's scope, budget and timing.

Our approach? It depends. We can train you or provide detailed coaching. But we can also take 
matters into our own hands via interim management. Our experienced energy consultants 
then follow up your project on-site, from beginning to end.

Tools
Accurate measurements with Energcon. We know how and where to install measurement 
points. We then use data collectors to compile the measurements. We present these to you on 
a dashboard that you can view online. And the work we do is always product independent, 
which means that we install both modular systems and solutions that integrate with your 
existing systems.

Our strong points? Saving on baseline consumption: i.e. consumption that is always present 
within an organisation. And KPI monitoring, in which we make correlations between specific 
user cycles such as production runs or utilisation rates.

Services
Energcon is flexible. We offer building management, process control and energy monitoring 
services tailored to your organisation. Our systems are modular. We install our own monitoring 
system, but can also integrate with other systems you may have.

The difference we make? Energcon always acts as facilitator. If needed, we can provide custom 
support. Aftercare for existing installation as well as for your organisation. This can range from 
contacting you in the case of problems, to full management of your energy consumption. 
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Energcon focuses on

Companies with extensive production processes: industrial bakeries, food companies, the printing 
industry, metal companies…

Companies with logistics solutions: auction houses, transport firms, fruit processing companies… 

Managers of offices, apartments, commercial spaces…

These companies and organisations are already focused
Concentra Media - Municipality of Wellen - Grand garage de Luxembourg - OPZ Rekem - 
Sint Cordula primary school Schoten - Sint Fillipus Schoten - Sint Jozef college Turnhout - 
Stevens Punching - Toyota Europe Distribution Centre - Van Dorpe - VZW Opvoeding en 
Cultuur for the Sisters of Gijzegem
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Energcon bvba | BE 0817.786.115

Nijverheidslaan 12 C bus 2
BE-3200 Aarschot

T +32 13 77 77 47 | F +32 13 77 77 79

info@energcon.com | www.energcon.com

Integrators
 
Facility partner for companies that wish to sustainably use buildings,
processes and energy? Call on Energcon. Our solutions integrate smoothly
with your products.

Energcon is product independent. We have diverse solutions. From advice
on tools by Energcon, to integration with third-party systems. 

Download this folder on leaflet.energcon.com


